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I. Introduction
A, Brief BUramary of treatment of nature in "English verse
before Wordsworth* s time
1. Middle Ages Page 1
a. Fewer references to nature
b . Presentation conventionalized like that of
French love allegories
c. Bigger movements and showier themes obj ects
of description
d. Their childlike delight in nature and
spontaneous treatment of it
2. Elizabethan and Commonwealth periods Page 2
a. Interest not so much in nature as in man
b. Some examples of modern spirit
c. Only "smiling" nature portrayed
3. Restoration and Augustan Ages Pages 2 and 3
a. Literature written chiefly by men of fashion
b. Hature laethodized
c.
^
Urban charms
d. Scorn of Alps and other natural scenery
4. M id-e ighteenth century Pages 3 and 4
a. Rebellion against lack of feeling in classicism
b. Nature described for its own sake
B . Romant ic ism Page 5
1. Expression of emotion
a. Men stirred by sight of external world
2. Interest in wild and picturesque nature
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More detailed analysis
4. Importance of individual imagination
5. Nature portrayed as in sympathy with poet's mood
6. Growing mystical feeling about nature
C. Effect of romanticism in America Page 6
1. Development of a distinctly American ciiaracter in
the verse
D. Poets to be discussed in this paper Page 6
1. English: Wordsworth, Scott, Coleridge, Byron,
Shelley, Keats
2. American: Freneau, Bryant, Drake, Emerson, Longfellow,
Whittier, Poe
E, Points of comparison Page 7
1. Particular settings of nature poems
2. Attitude toward wild nature
3. Individual imaginations
4. Moods aroused by nature
5. Nature in sympathy with the poet
6. Spiritual significance of the nature verse
II. Body
A. Comparison of particular scenes and natural objects chosen
for description
1, Definitely localized settings common to both Pages 8 and 9
2, English interest also extended to Continent Pages 9 and 10
a. Wild scenery of Alps enjoyed
3, Particular objects of haunts written about
a. Birds Pages 10 and 11
(1) Described with fidelity
(2) Almost human love for them on part of English
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(3) Not so great kinship expressed "by Americans
b. Flowers - colors, beauty, perfume Pages 11 - 14
(1) Portrayed as living creatures
(2) Human analogies drawn from thera in both
English and American
(3) Effect of memory of flov^ers shown by
Wordsworth
c. Trees - wholly new images at this time Pages 14 -
(l) Innumerable possibilities of tree life and
conditions described
d. Winter - particularly a new theme with
Romanticists Pages 16 and 17
e. English cloud effects greater tirian American
Page 13
f. Moon most effectively treated by Keats and
Coleridge Pages 18-20
g« Delight in native waters of both English
and Americans Pages 20 and 21
h. Conclusion Pages 21 and 22
(1) Use for first time by Americans of their
local coloring
(2) Alpine scenery described by English more
magnificent tlian American wild scenery
(3) More pictures of violent and ugly nature in
Engl ish verse
(4) Greater variety of natural objects in English
poems
Comparison of English and American ways of treating
nature
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2014
https://archive.org/details/comparisonoftreaOObarl
Imaginative way Pages 23-33
a. Characteristics of English poets
(1) Shelley Pages 23 and 24
(a) Interest in etherial and evanescent
(b) Descriptions frequently unreal
(c) Interest in horrible and ugly
(2) Keats Pages 24 and 25
(a) Love of objects of earth
(b) Sensuous nature
(c) Rich and sensitive imagination
(3) Byron Pages 25 and 26
(a) Passion for ocean and mountains
(b) Sublimity of expression
(c) Abrupt contrasts in his work
(4) Coleridge Pages 26 and 27
(a) Dreamlike quality of his imagination
(b) Magical expression
(5) Scott Page 27
(a) Imagination obsessed with historical past
(6) Wordsworth Pages 27 and 28
(a) Inner life of nature
(b) Interest in making the familiar seem divine
(c) Delicate appreciation of sound
b. American
(1) Freneau's delicate appreciation of local
subjects Page 27
(2) Bryant Pages 28 and 29
(a) Broad aspects of nature
(b) Appeal to him of inner spirit of nature

(3) Longfellow Pages 29 and 30
(a) No mysterious element
(b) Atmosphere of calm and peace
(c) Profusion of imagery
(4) Whit tier Pages 30 and 31
(a) Intimate picture of nature world he worked in
(b) Association of scenes and persons
(c) Note of regret
(5) Emerson Pages 31 and 32
(a) Broad range of objects from largest to
smallest
(b) Communion with nature
(c) Occasional obscurity in his figures and
images
c. Comparison of national imaginations Pages 32 and 33
(1) British more sensitive and sensuous
(2) American interest in the more usual
(3) English expression more apt
2. Use of nature as a background for narrative and
reflective verse Pages 33 - 35
a. This background taken for granted in older verse
b. Examples of romantic English and American
detailed settings
3, Use of nature as in sympathy with mood of poet
Pages 36 - 38
a. Varieties of moods illustrated
Less frequent use of this fallacy in late
American verse
c
.
Contrast in general tone of national moods
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4. More subjective treatment of nature Pages 39 - 54
a. Didacticism Pages 39 - 42
Id. Healing power attributed to nature Pages 42 - 45
(l) Contrast of American presentation and
Wordsworth's
c. Greater powers attributed by Wordsworth to
nature Pages 45 and 46
d. Spiritual significance poets read into
nature Pages 46-56
(1) Absence of mystic in Byron, Shelley, Scott
(2) Eloquent worship of Coleridge
(3) Sudden penetration of Keats to inner
meaning of nature
(4) Pantheism of Wordsworth
(5) Whittier's reading of goodness of God in
every aspect of nature
(6) Longfellow's belief that spiritual in nature
is reflective of heart of man
(7) Combination of Puritan theology and
Druid ism in Bryant
(8) In Emerson's verse pantheism and doctrine
of harmony of all outward nature
5, Comparison of Bryant and Wordsworth Pages 54 - 56
^ III. Conclusion Pages 57 - 62
A, English superior in metrical form, power of expression
varieties of objects, and methods of treatment
B. Yet much beauty and depth in American verse
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CompariBon of the Treatment of Nature by the En^^lieh
and American Poets of the Early Nineteenth Century
Before considering the English and American romanti-
cist attitude toward nature, let us trace briefly the increase
of importance of nature in English imaginative literature and
the change of man's attitude toward the natural v/orld.
Prom earliest times some treatment of nature has per-
vaded English literature as it has that of other lands. But
the literature of a period reveals only the most prominent ideas
of its time. In the Middle Ages these were chivalry and the
Church. Hence, in Chaucer and his contemporaries, we find
fewer passages concerning nature than in modern verse. Their
pictures were largely influenced by the conventionalities of the
French love-allegories. Where they showed an interest, it was
in the bigger movements and showier objects, the commonplaces
of nature they might be called. Instances of these are the
succession of the seasons and of day and night, the apparent
revolution of the heavens, the flow of streams, the green grass
of the meadows, and the brightest flowers. Thus, their view of
nature gave breadth to their landscapes even if it did miss
minute details. There was, too, in all these singers a child-
like delight in the outward world. They were moved to involun-
tary joyous utterances by the coming of spring, the freshness of
morning, the many-colored flowers in the meadow. Their themes
were few, but all were spontaneous.
In the El izabetlian and Commonwealth periods there was
a greater range and complexity of subject matter than in Chaucer's
days. But the interest even then was primarily with man and not

with nature. Here and there in the writers of the sixteenth
and earlier seventeenth centuries a passage may be found which
seems to embody something of the modern spirit - some well
kno^,^m Shakespearean descriptions like the haunts of Titania in
Midsummer Night* s Dream , some lines in Drayton* s Nymph id ia . or
Milton's L'Alleg^ro and II Fenseroso . Of the poetry of this
time, in general, it may be said that only a smiling nature
pleased, only the loveliness of bright sunshine, green meadows,
marbling birds, and other characteristic details of pastoral
verse. The harsh and dreary aspects of nature made no appeal.
The mountains, the sea, the v/inter, and the night were ugly and
terrible
•
In the Age of the Restoration and the Augustan Age,
literature was a diversion for a small group of men who belonged
to the world of fashion. It developed a practical spirit, based
on "common sense". It also avoided everything that might be
quest ionable. in taste, that was crude and lacking in refinement.
Hence, nature was interesting only when it was "improved" by man,
for nature is not to the naked eye symmetrical, and symmetry,
these poets contended, is an essential of art. Therefore, the
chief praise of nature we find in the verse of the period is of a
well-graded lawn or a carefully laid-out park. The life of the
city in general and of London in particular was stressed. Such
beauty as was found was the attractiveness which man's intelligence
had produced. The charms of the broad country-side, of the
magnificent forests and lakes of England, or of its rugged coast
scenery excited no enthusiasm. These were lacking in the re-
finement that civilized man alone can give to the natural state
- 2 -

of the world. Thus, only urban charms and the artificialities
of man's work were praised. This choice extended also to a
preference for an artificial rather than a natural language.
The simple, natural expression of the old English ballads liad
given way to the general terms, formal expressions, circumlo-
cutions, and ubiquitous epithets of Pope. The weight of
authority in tradition and in society also dominated the form
and diction of the verse.
Besides, we should notice the attitude of an English-
man of the times towards Continental scenery, the Alps and
Switzerland especially. Addison, in his epistle in verse
written from Italy and addressed to Montague, speaks of his
passage of the Alps as a disagreeable and even frightful episode
of his journey. # Somewhat earlier Dryden had written, e.ddress-
ing Calvinism -
Wiiat though thy native kennel be but small,
Bounded betwixt a puddle and a wall. ##
The puddle v/as Lake Geneva; the wall, the Swiss Alps. Neither
of these men nor any of their contemporaries v/ould have believed
that the Alps could attract attention favorably to their mighty
peaks, precipices, and gorges.
Soon, however, a rebellion against the lack of feeling
in classicism and against its traditional forms had to come, and in
the es-rly stages of this revolt may be found the first traces of
the Romantic Movement. No doubt, under the cold surface of Augustan
verse, feelings had been as v/aim as ever. Men must iiave de-
# The Works of Joseph Addison . Vol. II, Page 457
# The Hind and the Panther . Lines 204 and 205
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lighted in flowers and sunsets, but their spokesmen had not ex-
pressed this poetry in life and nature. A change had to come.
A sincere love of nature - even if it could not break away from
the conventional epithets of classical verse - is found in
Thomson, Collins, Gray, Cowper, Crabbe, Blake. Even more surely
is a close association with nature and a sincere feeling for it
revealed in the poetry of Burns. All of these raen were tired
of viewing life in the narrow sphere marked out by artificial
society. They saw humanity as it appeared in the country or
in the remote parts of the world. They learned to look toward
the past with reverence, and with a desire to know it more
thoroughly. Nature was seen as the environment of humanity, and
was described for its own sake. This new attitude toward nature
and the new feeling for the past became the leading signs of the
Romantic Movement. Hence, in these pioneers we find the be-
ginnings which were to culminate in the far deeper and subtler
appreciation of nature by the Romanticists: Thomson's view of
"Engl ioh landscape - now panoramic and now detailed, with a
religious nood prophetic of Wordsworth; the more observant, more
suggestive, and more meditative qualities of Collins, particularly
in his exquisite Ode to Eveningc ; Gray*s personal and sensitive
approach to nature; Cowper's animated and realistic landscapes
of the rural world around him; the sincerity of Grabbers work in
such a poem as The Village , which gave a severe blow to the arti-
ficial tone of the age in its realistic picture of the damp and
dirty houses of the village, the steaming flats, and the hostile
sea; the simplicity, magic, and mysticism of Blake; the wonderful
completeness of Burns' s portrayal of rural Scoiiland, illuminated

by a humorous and tender presentation of his peasant world.
Then, as the eighteenth century drew to a close,
the various influences that had begun to make themselves
^ felt in a small way grew in strength. Earnestness and en-
thusiasra returned to favor. Poets were no longer ashamed of
their feelings. This return of feelings brought a change to-
wards nature. The sunrise or a wild flower now stirred a
man. But this new admiration extended not only to those as-
pects of nature which are friendly to man, but also to the
harsher, sterner moods. Poets now sang of storms, of in-
accessible mountain peaks, of the vast lonelinesses of the
sea, of dark and gloomy forests. Nature in her wild and
picturesque moods fascinated. In fact, the poets preferred
what was characteristic of a locality, whether or not it was
beautiful. This led to a more delicate and detailed analy-
sis of the particular setting, a trait common to the nine-
teenth century poets, though it has a special character in
each. Nature ceased to be described in generalities; it had
the special characteristics of its own in the many localities
fsimiliar to the poets. Romanticism gave freedom and importance
to the individual imagination. In fact, in the groups of
poets whose works form the basis of the comparisons of this
paper, the dominance of imagination will be easily noted, while
their marked differences from one another will remind us of
the importance of the individual in the romantic point of view,
as against the force of tradition in the classical.
Furthermore, the Romanticists went to nature because
they fancied she was in sympathy with them. They visited
- 5 -

her for purposes of soliloquy, to find in her savage solitudes
echoes of their own passions, or to feel her elevating and
soothing influences. There was to be seen, too, a growing
mystical feeling on the part of man toward nature - a sense
of a deeper connection "between hin and it. A poet in the
Augustan Age could not have written of this, for he thought
he should say only what could be actually expressed, A
Romanticist felt tiiat a poet should sug/yest things too subtle
for verbal expression.
Briefly the chief aspects of nature and the modes
of presenting her by the English romanticists have been
summarized . The effect of this renaissance was felt in
America largely by reflection,
.
The literary expansion re-
ferred to went forward more rapidly in England than in the
United States. It had been well begun there while the people
of this country were still struggling with the great problems
of political independence and of national government. Before
the close of the Revolutionary period here, Cowper and Burns
had given a new direction to poetry in Great Britain. But
in the years from tne close of the War of 1312 to the Civil
War, American literature developed a distinctly American
character in its romantic verse.
The leading exponents of English Romanticism, treated
here only in its limited aspect of nature, include the follow-
ing, whose life spans fall within the lifetime of the greatest
of them, William Wordsworth, 1770-1850: Sir Walter Scott,
1771-1832; Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 1772-1834; George Gordon,
Lord Byron, 1788-1324; Percy Bysshe Shelley, 1792-1822; John

Keats, 1795-1821. The Americans whose nature verse will be
compared with theirs are: Philip Freneau, 1752-1832; William
Cullen Bryant, 1794-1878; Joseph Rodman Drake, 1795-1820;
Ralph Waldo "Smerson, 1803-1882; Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
1807-1882; John Greenleaf Whittier, 1807-1892; Edgar Allen
Poe, 1809-1849.
our problem now is to compare these men in the
particular settings of their nature poems; their attitude
toward wild nature; their individual imaginations; the mood
nature arouses in them; their treatment of nature as in sym-
pathy with the poet; and their mystical feeling toward nature
We shall also try to prove th&t theirs was a more detailed
analysis tlian that of any other age and that in the treatment
of nature as in other themes the individual was all-important
Prom a consideration of these matters it may be possible to
decide the relative worth of the nature poems of England and
America in the Romantic Age.

BOrfY
I, Comparison of Particular Scenes
-^1 and Natural Objects Chosen for Description
The English and American romantic verse is alike
first of all in its definitely localized settings. Distinc-
tive and sectional traits - particularly wild scenery - are
found. Scott now shows the beauty of the hitherto "savage**
TroBsachs. Though subordinate to the a.ction of his poems,
his descriptions are brightly painted pictures of the familiar
Tweed, the Highland lakes, Achray, Lomond, 8.nd Katrine, the
neighboring mountains of the Western Highlands. # In fact,
Scott taught the public to love wild scenery, and he sent
tourists to the very spots whose beauties he eulogized in his
well-known narrative poems. Likewise, Wordsv/orth celebrated
the lovely lake district of Horthv;estern England - Grasmere,
Coniston, and Windemere. He depicted the distinguishing
elements of this region of abrupt and broken mountains abound-
ing in narrow valleys of wonderful beauty, each with its lake
or stream. He, too, made this section a literary shrine of
England. These poets and the others of the group portrayed
all the varied scenery and sounds of the English landscape:
%) the treeless mountains, the grassy hills or **downs'*, the barren
moors, the hedges of hawthorn, the chalk cliffs, the huge oaks,
the dense clusters of gorse, the abundance of the small short-
stemmed daisy, the great number of sheep, the wild deer on moor
and mountain, the insistent call of the cuckoo, the song of the
# The Lady of the Lake
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night ingale «
In America
»
too, we find the riverlet by which the
poet played in childhood, the sea-shore and sea along the
coasts of Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts, the
prairies, the storm-clouds, and the falling snow of New
England. Bryant, so far as I know, was the first to paint
truthfully the details of New England scenery. In his Death
of the Flowers the local color is not to be mistaken; this is
the New England Indian summer and nothing else, and
on the hill, the golden rod, and the aster in the wood.
And the yellow sunflower by the brook,
belong to our experience and are not transplanted from English
poets. The spirit, legend, and the landscape of New England
are reflected in the verse of ISfhittier and Longfellow. More-
over, to find an utterance for the poetry of zhe great Aiaerican
rivers, Joseph Rodman Drake wrote his longest and best poem,
The Culprit Pay . It grew out of a conversation with Cooper,
Ealleck, and DeKay in which these men maintained that American
stresins, unlike those of Scotland with their romantic associa-
tions, were not adapted to the uses of poetry. Drake took
the opposite side; and in vindication of his position, wrote
this poem of exquisite fancy and local description, #
The difference in setting in the English and American
poems lies in the large group of English poems which portray
the Alps and the country beyond. These are intensely romantic
in their delight in mountain splendors. Byron gives, too,
# Painter's Introduction to American Litera ture. Page 134

old Alpine castles, the Mediterranean waves, the setting suns
of Greece, in narked siuidows and brilliant colors. He pic-
tures glaciers which are like "a frozen hurricane** and tortuous
waters slowly distilled in the fissures of the rocks. He
shows
-- darken' d Jura, whose dark heights appear
Precipitously steep. #
In fact, sone critics have said mountains were not discovered
until Byron revealed their majesty. ## Shelley, also, paints
foreign scenes - Lake Geneva, the Arno, the Italian waters.
Coleridge, likewise, in his magnificent Hynn "before Sunrise in
the Vale of Ciiainouni shows a romantic fondness for the wilder
nature of Swiss country. He revels in the dread and silent
Mont Blanc and in the icy cliffs and caverns, wild torrent-s,
jagged rocks, and mountain storms which are part of the sovereign
mount's great strength and powerful fascination,
V/hat particular objects in these favorite haunts were written
of? In both lands birds were enjoyed - their plumage, their
songs, their airy experiences. In England the cuckoo, the
nightingale, the skylark especially inspired great lyrical poems.
An almost human love for these birds is expressed. Brains,
love, thouglrits, joys - everything in common with man except the
weariness and cares of life - are attributed to them. Absolute
fidelity to the facts of nature, too, distinguishes the poems.
# Childe Harold
## J. C. Shairp; M. Reynolds
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Wordsworth illustrates this in To the Cuckoo . Of the lines -
Shall I call tnee Bird
Or but a wandering voice?
he himself has given the following exposition: "This concise
interrogation characterizes the seeming ubiquity of the voice
of the cuckoo, and dispossesses the creature of a corporeal
existence; the imagination being tempted to this exertion
of her power by a consciousness in the memory ti-xat the
cuckoo is almost perpetually heard throughout the season of
spring but seldom becomes an object of sight." #
The feelings of the American poets were stirred,
too, by the gay plumage and (glorious music of our birds.
Naturally, though, different birds are found in tlie poetry.
Our writers mention whip-poor-wills, thrushes, baltimore
orioles, blue Jays, blue birds, and red birds. American
pictures arc more general, although there is evidence of
accurate observation of the time of day the particular
bird chooses for song, of his favorite meadov; or tree haunts,
and of his disposition among his neighbors. There is not,
however, that kinship which marks the attitude of Wordsworth
toward the cuckoo, of Shelley toward the lark, or of Keats
toward the nightingale.
As of the birds, the poets of both lands sing of the
flowers of their native fields. Almost infinite are the
varieties and the references to their colors, beauty, and
perfume. In American verse we rejoice to see the flowers
we know in the woods and in our gardens: the v/ild honeysuckle,
the yellow, purple, and v/hite violets, the fringed gentian,
# Worf^o;"orth' e Prose ^orks edited by Grosart Vol. II, Page 137.
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the rhodora, the tutter-cup, the mayflower, the water lily
among the wild flowers; pansiee, roses, daffodils, tulips,
and pinks of the gardens. We see them in the vividnesB of
their colors, touched with dew, and often stirred by the
west v/ind. This latter carries to us not only the perfume
of the flowers, "but the fragrance of the ferns and clovers
among which they blossom. This is appeal ingly done by
l(7hittier, who most poetically shows the power of this sense
in stirring memories:
That fragrance from my vision swept
The alien landscape; in its stead.
Up fairer hills of youth I stepped,
As light of heart as tread. #
Perhaps our water lily is our most poetic flower - for its
beauty, its odors, and its growth in a lake with wooded
shores or in a m^arshy-r iver mouth where it suns itself
among the pads. The closing passage of Whittier*B Snow-
Bound leaves a haunting memory of this flower:
And thanks untraced to lips unknown
Shall greet me like the odors blown
From unseen meadows newly mown,
Or lilies floating in some pond,
Wood-fr inged, the wayside gaze beyond;
The traveller owns the grateful sense
Of sweetness near, he knows not whence.
And, pausing, takes with forehead bare
The benediction of the air.
These few instances, typical of the nineteenth century
# Sweet Fern - 12 -

American treatment, reveal that the poets of this generation
take a more intimate view of flowers. They are not pictured
as ornaments to be collected into bouquets, but as living
creatures in their native Ixaunte, with their habits, their
blossoming times, and the companions that surround them
shown to us. Human analogies too, the poets often draw
from them, Whittier in almost all of his flower poems. This
instance is representative:
As pausing, o*er the lonely flower I bent,
I thought of lives thus lowly, clogged and pent,
iH^hich yet find room,
Through care and cumber, coldness and decay,
To lend a sweetness to the ungenial day.
And make the sad earth happier for their bloom. #
Similarly the rich suggest iveness
,
variety, perfume,
and luxuriant profusion of English flowers are almost over-
Vvhelming. Already reference has been made to the abundance
of the short-stemmed daisy in the English landscape. The
flower is as common as a theme in English verse, Wordsworth
alone having written four poems about it. Other peculiarly
English flowers praised in verse are the white hawtliorn, the
celandine, the primrose, the eglantine, the musk-rose, the
jessamine, the tuberose, the "azured** harebell, and the wood-
bine or sweet-honeysuckle. The favorites, then, of the
English muse are those which grow about his dwelling. As do
the American poets, the English indicate their close ascocia-
# The Trailing Arbutus
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tion. They have learned the floral almanac of the year from
their own neighborhood. They iiave a fresh delight in de-
tails of form, color, and scent - usually in one or two
features tJriat have some special power over the poet*s imagina-
tion, Wordsworth goes farther than the rest and draws moral
lessons and human analogies. He also likes to dwell on the
essential character and message of the flower, as the last
stanza of To the Daisy demonstrates:
Bright Flower I for by that name at last.
When all my reveries are past,
I call thee, 8.nd to that cleave fast,
Sweet silent creaturel
Tliat breath' st with me in sun and air.
Do then, as thou art wont, repair
My heart with gladness, and a share
Of thy meek nature
I
PCis familiar poem The Daffodils is evidence of a manner
characteristic of him in many of his shorter poems, a way
not common to American flower poems. Instead of writing as
if he were watching for impression, he shows us the effect
of a sudden flash of memory of the flowers upon his imagina-
tion in an hour of quiet reflection. It is this power which
gives charm and distinction to Wordsworth flowers.
Trees, too, are accorded individualistic treatment
of the varieties of their appearance, foliage, fragrance,
and protective shade. Images of trees which are familiar
enough to us readers today were wholly new at this time. An

instance from one of Wordev/orth' s earliest poems - An Evening
Walk - may be cited. The couplet is:
And, fronting the bright west, yon oak entwines
Its darkening boughs and leaves in stronger lines,
Wordsworth made the following note on the poem, in connection
with its publication in 1793: '*I recollect distinctly the
very spot where this first struck me. The moment was important
in my poetical history; for I date from it my consciousness
of the infinite variety of natural appearances which had been
unnoticed by the poets of any age or country, and I made a
resolution to supply in some degree the deficiency," This is
the way trees appear in English romantic verse, with the poet's
eye on the subject, instead of repeating the traditions of
books. Hence, we see particular growths of parasites on
trunks, solitary trees or solemn groves, broken boughs, withered
leaves, or other signs of devastation, as well as leaves and
stems dappling the sunshine on other leaves. We find the
familiar oaks, elms, ha.zel-trees, yews, and of shrubs, the
heather most commonly. In the innumerable possibilities of
magnificence or decay, in the great varieties of sudden or
prolonged storm or calm, alone or in the forest, in winter
barrenness or autumn brilliance, in all conceivable aspects
this English group represent with utter truth to nature the
trees they have seen,
ITo less faithfully do their contemporaries in
America reproduce the essential qualities of their native
trees, Bryant, we feel, has caught the very spirit of our
- 15 -

mighty fores te. He approachee these spots, whose eliadowy
haunts only the footstep of the Indian has penetrated, deeply
conscious of their virgin grandeur. Eis verse captures the
wild moan of the ancient boughs. # Every moss- covered trunk
breathes to him of the mysteries of Time. His love of their
beauty, magnificence, and grandeur is blended with reverence.
Whittier, true son of Ilew England, enjoys the pine, its needle
carpet, reviving fragrance, and the sigh of the v/ind in its
top. The sincerity of his love and his close observation
of them has made him matchless in New England tree descriptions.
So did the other Americans .observe closely and portray truth-
fully and lovingly the trees of their home haunts.
Of the seasons of the year, winter is that which is
distinctively a romantic subject, for though Thomson had
written of it in The Seasons - especially the terrors of a
winter night - the treatment which we know is a poetic dis-
covery of the nineteenth century. In early literature, birds
v/ere always making melody, and the flowe^rs bloomed eternally.
"Except on Friday and the vigils of the great holidays,
Lancelot always wore, winter and siinmer, a chaplet of fresh
roses on his head." ## But by Wordsworth's time the now
well-known winter images were portrayed v ith poetic imagina-
tion and vigorous realism. In the notable collection.
Lyrical Ballads
,
(published in 1798) which proved that the
new movement was firmly established, appeared a powerful
# Inscription for the Entrance to a Wood ; The V/oods . etc.
## Saint-Beuve Literary Portraits . Vol, II, Page 10
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winter picture, the Btorm at sea in Part I of the Ancient
Mariner, There is great force in its figures of speech and
sound suggestions, together with a feeling of the penetrat-
ing cold of the blizzard. Hie Frost at Midnight illustrates
a like vigor of v/ inter portrayal. In the sauie way Keate's
word painting at the beginning of The Eve of St. Agnes inten-
sifies with each iraage the chill atmosphere. Whit tier*
8
Snowbound and Emerson* s Snow-S tovm are New England representa-
tions of the fascination of winter phenomena for the poet.
The heavy sky, the cheerless sun, the swirling flakes, the
drifting snow, the transformed trees, shrubs, and posts de-
light us in their realism, with a heightening of imagination.
In their ability to find winter a poetic theme, the writers of
the two lands are alike, then, as they are in feeling and por-
traying the charms of the other seasons.
Were we to make no further analysis of the natural
objects common to the poetry of these countries at this time,
we could readily conclude that the verse of this century
embraces a greater range of natural phenomena tlian tiiat of any
previous century - perixaps of all previous centuries taken to-
gether. But besides those referred to, there are the images
of dawn, sunset, evening stars, the sky, the clouds, the moon,
streams, lakes, mountains, the ocean - everything the poetic
eye sees on its horizon. Earlier poets have spoken of all
of these, but none has noticed appearances so peculiar to a
district or a season. Notice these two lines from Wordsworth
in contrast with earlier references to stars:
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At evening, when the earliest stare began
To move along the edges of the hills. #
This description is characteristic of a mounta,inous country
in a high latitude. Again, in the Leech Gatherer , he shows
the quickening effect of the spring dawn on natural ©"bjects.
Brilliant color, variety of details, the hush of twilight,
and spiritual awe abound in Whit tier's Sunset on the Bear
Camp » The figurative close of Poe's Aspect of the Fine
,
8 .
twilight on her virginal throat
Wears for a gem the tremulous vesper star,
is romantically keen in its observation and imagination.
Perhaps because even as compared with New England's,
English weather is full of abrupt contrasts, clouds are more
common and effective elements of English nature pictures than
of American. Shelley seemed to take great pleasure in the
air and clouds. In The Witch of Atlas
.
Bp isy chid ion . The
Cloud , and even hie more terrestrial Lines Y/ritten Among the
Buganean Kills is an ether ial variety of clouds, showers,
storms, and rainbows in wild and picturesque imagery.
Coleridge's wind-rent clouds and radiant sunrise and sunset
clouds are nearly as well-known; in fact, his cloud effects
are "sensational". Prom the other poets, too, v;e get pic-
tures of them. In their verses the clouds hang low, move
swiftly, and change almost incessantly.
The moon, also, though we recall references in
American verse, is treated with greater diversity of imagery
# There V/as a Boy
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by the Englieh, if we think only of KeatB*s pictures. He
feels the moon a kindred spirit; he Journeys with her across
the firmament. He identifies her, too, with everything
touched by her dancing, argent light: the mountain- top, the
trembling v/atere of the river, the green woods. lie cannot
fathom the mystery of the moon nor her power to move his heart
so potently. Most felicitously he writes, filling us with
the awe and magic of a moonlight scene:
»Tis the witching hour of night,
Orb^d is the moon and bright,
And the stars they glisten, glisten,
Seeming with bright eyes to listen -
For what listen Lhey?
For a song and for a charm,
See they glisten in alarm,
And the moon is waxing warm
To hear what I say. #
The many and lovely references to the moon in Coleridge's
Ancient Mariner force us to call him also a master interpreter
of its beauty. Once read, this exquisite journey of the moon
haunts us:
The moving moon went up the sky.
And nowhere did abide;
Softly she was going up
With a star or two beside, ##
# A Prophecy
## The Anc icnt Mar iner
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These are characteristic expreBsions of that joy in the in-
finite phases of the ir.oon that we encounter in English
romantic verse.
Still with their eyes on the object, these romanti-
cists in hoth countries draw the delights of native streams
and lakes - but especially of the ocean. Slowly - a sur-
prising fact - was the ocean discovered among English poets.
"It is as if English poets from Dryden to Byron had all lived
inland — The ocean waited for Turner and Byron and
Shelley.* # Byron's well-known apostrophe to the ocean in
which he has given voice to those feelings of awe and sub-
limity which the sea brings to all who love it is unequalled.
The roar, the howling and hissing, zne flash of the v/aters -
every violent mood as well as the calm and placid ones -
adorn his seascapes. One remembers, too, the illimitable
expanse of water everywhere about the Ancient ]i.Iaririer . Love-
ly figures of light and air combine in Shelley's sea scenes,
m.ost of them written in Italy during the last years of his
life. The union of the fanciful and the real is clear in
this beautiful bit from Stanzas Written in Dejection , near
Naples:
I see the Deep's untrampled floor
With green and purple seaweeds strown;
I see the v/aves upon the shore
Like light dissolved in star-showers, tlirown,
# Hature in English Poetry from Pope to Wordsworth
M. Reynolds
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American waters, too, have had their lyrists,
Drake's conviction of the poetic beauty of our rivers has
"been mentioned. V/e are familiar with Whittier's tributes to
the Merrimack and to the sea as viewed from Hampton and Salisbury
or as heard in severe storms from the tiny East Haverhill home.
One of the most effective reveals the change from the mist and
confusion of a brief tempest to the clear after-effect:
Suddenly seaward sv/ept the squall;
The low sun smote through cloudy rack;
The shoals stood clear in the light and all
The trend of coast la.y iiard and black
.#
Longfellow also writes distinctive sea poems. He was born
and reared almost within a stone's throw of the Atlantic;
hence, his knowledge of the ocean began with his first lessons
in life. The Building of the Ship , The Fire of Driftv/ood .
Sir Humphrey Gilbert. The Secret of the Sea . The Lig:hthouse .
Chrysaor
.
and Seaweed are among the characteristic sea pieces.
Is it because the sea has been somewhat disarmed by the in-
vention of steam and the improvements in the construction of
vessels that the poets now see beauty and majesty in it as
well as cruelty and terror? Whatever the cause, there has
been a great change in poetic feeling and expression. In-
finitely varied aspects in all kinds of v/eather flood the
verse of this period.
From this survey of settings and the natural ob-
jects selected from them for treatment in the early nineteenth
# The ^reck of Rivermouth in The Tent on the Beach
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century English and American verse, it is evident that the
poets paint their own familiar scenes. Thie is worth notic-
ing in American literature because the earlier poets had pre-
ferred to repeat a faded literary tradition rather than to
seize on the features of our own landscape. ^o'w AnericanB
utilized the local fields, forests, and sea, and revealed to
Europe the romance of American wilderness and country. In
this, they resembled the English romantic love for wild scenery;
"but the English, to satisfy their love, went abroad and drew
magnificent portraits of continental grandeur, They, there-
fore, surpassed the Americans in the majesty, splendor, and
wildness of mountain scenery, in recreating the limitless sky,
or in describing a cloud. Furtherm.ore such poems as
Prometheus Unbound or Manfred picture the violent, unruly,
cruel, and harmful in nature as it is never seen in American
poems. Not that we have only a benign nature in our verse,
but there is no Shelley who dips into curdling subjects for the
sake of the chill to the blood or the vibration of the nerves.
English verse assembles more phenomena - serpents, bugs, fishes,
echoes, ravines, cataracts, glens, fountains, and volcanoes in
addition to those already discussed. Such a poem as Shelley's
Alastor with its infinitely varied scenery as the Poet journeys
through the world has an inexhaustible beauty and magnificence
of natural objects nowhere approaciied in the contemporary
American songs. English verse of this time may be said to
excel, therefore, in the variety of natural objects and of new
appearances of external nature added to the stock of descriptive
poe try
.
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II, Comparison of English and American Ways
of Dealing with Nature Objects
The more delicate and definite analysis which has
just been shown as a trait of most of these writers has a
special imaginative color in each. Before comparing the
national groups, therefore, it is necessary to make a brief
statement of the individual quality in the imaginative
approach of each poet to nature,
Shelley's imagination dv/ells among the subtlest
and most evanescent phenomena of nature - tlie tricks which
light plays with water and air, the aspects of stars, clouds,
showers, dew, rainbows, mist, frost, the winds, the foam of
the sea, the green shadov/s of waves, the shape of flames -
anything tliat is least substantial. His descriptions are
often strangely unreal. They seem to be enveloped in a
hazy, wavering atmosphere as if they were not actual scenes
but the combinations of a remembered dream.
A Sensitive Plant in a garden grew;
And the young winds fed it with silver dew;
And it opened its fan-like leaves to the light.
And closed them beneath the kisses of Hight.
And the Spring arose on the garden fair.
Like the spirit of Love felt everywhere;
And each flower and herb on earth's dark breast
Rose from the dreams of its wintry rest. #
# The Sensitive Plant
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Besides a preoccupation with shadowy abstractions and the
etherial, Shelley* s strong imagination delighted in the
horrible and ugly. The revolting seemed to have a fascina-
tion for him so that he described it in powerful language,
sometines quite as abhorrent as the objects themselves.
This, too, is prominent in The Sensitive Plant:
And plants at whose name the verse feels loth
Pilled the place with a monstrous undergrowth,
Prickly and pulpous and blistering and blue,
Livid and starred with a lurid dew.
Their moss rotted off them flake by flake,
Till the thick stalk stuck like a murderer* s stake.
Where rags of loose flesh yet tremble on high,
Infecting the winds tliat wander by.
In the poetry of Keats, on the other hand, is a
warm smell of the earth. His pages are rich with grass and
leaves, mosses, rushes, mushrooms, fruits and flowers, grass
hoppers and crickets, bees and honey, flocks in fat pastures
He is, as Arnold says of him, abundantly and enciiant ingly
sensuous. # The odors, forms, sounds, and colors of nature
take him captive.
Plush every thing that hath a vermeil hue;
Let the rose grov^ intense and warm the air,
And let the clouds of even and of morn
# Essays in Criticism . Vol. 2, Page 112
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Float in voluptuous fleeces o'er the hills;
Let the red wine within the goblet boil,
Cold as a bubbling well; let faint lipped shells,
On sands or in great deeps, verm ill ion turn
Through all the labyrinths, #
Everywhere his pages evince a most remarkable richness and
sensitiveness of imagination. He is, moreover, a master of
imagination in verbal form; thoughts and emotions are finely
and magically expressed, as in this entrancing picture:
Here are sweet peas, on tiptoe for a flight,
With wings of gentle flush o'er delicate white.
And taper fingers catching at all things,
To bind them all about with tiny rings. ##
Byron's feeling for nature was less intimate, ex-
cepting his passion for the liberty and strength of the
waters, the winds, and the mountains. The vital movements
of the v/aves, the wide horizon of the ocean, the cadence of
its voice in storm; the rattling crags and the voice of the
mountains as if shouting to each other; vivid lightnings
and plashing rains held his fancy. ### His enjoyment of
nature in her grander aspects is expressed with sublimity:
Ye wilds, that look eternal; and thou cave.
Which seem' st unfathomable; and ye mountains.
So varied and so terrible in beauty;
Here, in your rugged Kiajesty of rocks
And toppling trees tliat twine their roots with stone
# Endymion ## I Stood Tiptoe upon a Little Hill
### Childe Harold
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In perpendicular places, where the foot
Of man would tremble, could he reach them - yes,
Ye look eternal'. #
It is characteristic of him also to scatter over his stormy
and impulsive poems passages of thoughtful beauty. Often
these follow fierce bursts of passion - of hatred or despair.
One of the loveliest is the following from The Corsair :
Slow sinks, more lovely ere his race be run,
Along Morea's hills the setting sun;
Not, as in northern climes, obscurely bright.
But one unclouded blaze of living light'.
O'er the hushed deep the yellow beam he throws.
Gilds the green wave, tiiat trembles as it glov,rs.
This deep sense of the beautiful is quite as typical of
Byron's imagination as are magnificence and grandeur.
The very stuff of Coleridge's fancy is a dreamlike
quality. He has, too, the unique faculty of finding visionary
music and visionary speech for his drearfls. He paints amber
and purple clouds, russet landscapes, and fragrant furze and
bean-flov/er in the richest harmony of language. No poet
quite resembles him in his fine sensuousness . It seems to
have at once the voluptuousness of Keats and the mystic
quality of Shelley, There is a magic in even the simplest
of his nature pictures. Swinburne says of him that for
height and perfection of imaginative quality he is the
greatest of lyric poets. ## One is forced to believe this
# Heaven and TDarth ## Essays and Studies
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as he thinks of the haunting loveliness of so rnani' passages,
not the least of which is:
When the bent flower beneath the nigjit-dew weeps
And on the lake the silver lustre sleeps,
Amid the paly radiance soft and sad,
She meets my lovely path in moon-bearas clad, #
Scott's imagination pored over the past with hearty
delight. Everywhere in his native land, there rose before
his eyes events of the past, or if there were no history of
a spot, his imagination created one, and "peopled the places
with characters appropriate, which shall remain interwoven
with the very features of the scenes while the name of
Scotland lasts."
TSot the external, but the internal life of nature
occupied Wordsworth's imagination. He did not wish to de-
tail hues, textures, fragrance, so much as to be in absolute
communion with nature and to interpret the spirit of her
multitudinous forms. Hot the beauty alone but its glory
and holiness he aspired to recreate. He wished to put the
reader thoroug}:ily in communion v/ith nature; with the fsuniliar
and normal of the little domain in which he lived. This he
saw with penetrating accuracy. For him this country was
alive and mysteriously divine, but the marvels lay in the
familiar, not in dreams of remote lands, A calm and medi-
tative imagination predominates in him. Notwithstanding our
earlier statements there was one external aspect, which
- 27 -
# Lines on an Autumnal Bveninp;
J. C, Shairp - Poetic Interpretation of Nature
.
Page 111

fascinated him, and in the presentation of which he excelled.
This waS sounds, which his imagination most delicately and
subtly treated in beautiful harmony.
A flock of sheep that leisurely pass by.
One after one; the sound of rain and bees
Murmuring; the fall of rivers, winds, and seas,
Smooth fields, white sheets of water, and pure sky;
I have thought of all by turns, and yet do lie
Sleepless; and soon the small birds' melodies
Must hear, first uttered from my orchard trees;
And the first cuckoo *s melancholy cry. #
He was always such an acute listener; he was most delicate
of all in this matter of the noting of sounds.
In America, Freneau lias the distinction of being a
pioneer in the field of nature. In The Wild Honeysuckle .
On the Sleep of Plants
.
To a Catydid . and On a Honey See
he strikes a new note in our verse, that of choice of local
subjects, which are minutely observed and sincerely and
accurately portrayed, Eis complete group of nature poems
is very limited, but there is in it evidence of a delicate
and appreciative imagination.
Nature in her broad and massive aspects as well as
the delicate flowers appealed to the imagination of Bryant,
The solemn primeval forests of America were an inspiration
to him. Here he communed, like Wordsworth, not merely with
the external forms but the internal spirit. He saw and
# To Sleep
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heard with his soul as well as with his eyes and ears.
There is a grandeur, therefore, and reverential awe pervad-
ing Thanatopsis and A Forest Hyinn « They are full of magni-
ficent images:
The hills
Rocked-r ibhed and ancient as the sun - the vales
Stretching in pensive quietness between;
The venerable woods - rivers that raove
In majesty and the complaining brooks
That make the meadows green; and, poured round all,
Old Ocean's gray and melancholy waste. #
In Longfellow, on the contrary, the imagination was
not touched with a mysterious spirit. He loved and created
the beautiful, but it is actual earthly beauty, even if it
is refined and idealized by his imagination. There is no
passion and violence, but rather an atmosphere of calm repose
and serenity in most of his nature paintings:
From the garden just below
Little puffs of perfume blow.
And a sound is in his ears
Of the murmur of the bees
In the shining chestnut trees;
ITo thing else he heeds or hears.
All the landscape seems to swoon
In the happy afternoon. ##
# Thanatopsis ## Amalf
i

A profuse use of imagery, often novel and poetic, distinguished
his views. The following is illustrative:
How slowly through the lilac scented air
Descends the tranquil moon'. Like thistle-down
The vapory clouds float in the peaceful sky. #
Delicacy, mildness, and some revery tinged his keen percep-
tion of the beautiful. Some of his descriptions, however,
earner it seems, rather from his reading than from observation
and natural bent.
Whit tier, on the other hand, learned nature by
working with her at all seasons. His poetry savors of the
soil and is full of local allusions. A toucliing intimacy,
a homely charm, and a brooding regret color his nature verse.
The objects are inseparably associated with individuals so
that a contemplation of natural beauty brings a sigh for days
and persons that are no more. His themes were chosen from
bird and tree music, the green landscape, the flowers at his
feet, the winding rivers, the falling snow, the murmur of the
tall pines by his window. That which he best knew was pic-
tured in his simple natural way.
We saw the slow tides go and come.
The curving surf-lines lightly drawn
The gray rocks touched with tender bloom
Beneath the fresh-blown rose of dawn.
On stormy eves from cliff and head
# The Spanish Student
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We saw the white spray tossed and spurned;
While over all, in gold and red,
Its face of fire the lighthouse turned. #
The "beautiful his imagination detected in the common. The
scenes of the ocean heach, the inland lake, the little wood-
flower, and the divine sky load a perennial interest for him,
and have now a perennial charm for the reader.
Emerson's imagination traveled over a broad range
in nature, from noon-day sky to swsrapy pool and from snow-
capped mountain to skipping squirrel on the tree. In fact,
his poetry shows the utmost delight in every sight and sound
of the material world. There was in him always a marvelous-
ly close and fine observation and a keen perception of the
beauties of nature. There was, too, an element of reverential
communion with nature and with the spirit from which nature
came. The symbols he deals with to express this communion
are sometimes so vast and vague that the reader is completely
puzzled. His mysticism is often obscure. But in his best
verse he caught the external truth, the poetic charm, and the
elusive spirit in singularly attractive, imaginative, and
concrete images:
When the south wind, in May days.
With a net of shining haze
Silvers the horizon wall.
And with softness touching all,
# A Sea Dream
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Tints the human countenance
With a color of romance,
And infusing subtle heats,
Turns the sod to violets,
Thou, in sunny solitudes,
Rover of the underwoods,
The green silence doth displace
With thy mellow, breezy bass. #
What may we say of the national imaginations as re-
vealed in these few notes? The British is more sensitive
and sensuous; it plays with an infinitely wider range of ob-
jects. In this are included zhe ugly, the repellent, the cruel
as well as the beautiful. It also deals with rarer, more in-
substantial objects; the American vision notes the usual.
The British is more romantic and fanciful; the American is more
realistic, less highly colored, though it is usually heightened
in idealism even in its fidelity to the actual. Keats and
Whit tier are alike in being attracted by the soil; Longfellow
and Byron, in the fascination of the sea; Wordsworth and
T5merson and Bryant, in infusing into nature their own emotions.
In expression, the writers of both countries clothe in appro-
priate and harmonious language the objects cherished by their
imagination. Whit tier and Smerson in America and Byron in
England are somev;hat exceptions, however, for in their lines
we occasionally meet false accents and faulty rimes and
rhythms. The English images and figures are more felicitous.
# The Humble Bee
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No American could pretend to anything like the aptneos of
epithet which characterizes Keats and Coleridge. One word
or phrase is the essence often of a whole description.
Their faultless phrases and instinct for the right word con-
vey always an imaginative impression. In the use of language
to stir the reader* s imagination and arouse in him a soul for
poetic pictures, these English are unexcelled. All the
poets here discussed wrote imaginatively - otherwise, we
should have only a mere catalog of external appearances -
hut the English heightened all their scenes much more than
the Americans.
So far we have talked chiefly of the short and pure
nature lyric. Apart from these, much of the "best nature
verse of the time is found in narrative poetry and human
character portraits. Such verse is found in all of these
men except Bryant and Emerson, "but less frequently in
Wordsworth than in the others. So used, the nature descrip-
tions serve as a background for character or emotions. In
the older poetry, all this background was taken for granted.
Now we see it lavishly detailed. There is Keats' s story of
Calidore set in the romantic beauty of a calm lake filled
with beds of water-lilies and surrounded by "hoar and light-
blue mountains"; or his better known story of the shepherd
king, Endymion, set in the loveliness of forest, island
arbors, an underworld of gems, a myrtle grove, the bottom of
the sea, the upper air, and finally once more on earth; or
Isabella , with its strangely beautiful picture of a forest
grave, with the whortle-berries and chestnut trees overhead
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and the sheep-fold bleat from "beyond the river. Similarly,
glowing descriptive settings appear in Byron's Oriental tales
in verse, among which are the G iao ur . The Bride of Abydos .
The Corsair
.
Lara
.
The Siepie of Corinth , and Par i s ina : and
some of his best known pictures of violent nature are in
his dramas, Manfred and Cain . Shelley's Alastor . the story
of a poet's search for his ideal woman, abounds in nature
descriptions of finest sort, of which the familiar opening
invocation is a specimen. In Prometheus Unbound , the
lyrical drama of a rebellion against a cruel god and of the
coming of the true God who brings the Golden Age, the x'oices,
the echoes, and the spirits sing typical Shelley visions of
lightness and rapidity of movement. Coleridge's feimiliar
medieval romance of the Ancient Mariner has already been
cited for the graphic imagery a.nd sound suggestions of its
storm at sea. All of Scott's memorable descriptions are in
narrative poems - Marmion and Rokeby
. most of them; yet the
exquisite scenery of Loch Katrine in the Lady of the Lake
was the magic which lured travelers to that glory of nature.
Not less do we find some of the most famous
American deDcrij)t ions in the reflective and legendary verse.
In Longfellow, the songs of happiness of the blue-bird, the
benignant sky and whispering moon, the v/ide and rushing watery
the tangled pathways and swaying branches in the forest but
emphasize the feelings and natures of Hiawatiia, Kokomis, and
Minnehaha. The sad and tender story of Evangeline is
similarly enriched by nature backgrounds. Besides an idyllic

picture of New England life a century ago, and portraits of
his family and friends » Whit tier gives in Snowbound admirable
pictures of the storm and other elements in the New England
village, A rich and appropriately sunny setting for a
v.'edding appears in The Bridal of Pennacook . Bars of purple
clouds, the summer beauty of bright v/aters, the white-crested
mountain with its gushing springs, all the fair beauty of
southern New Hampshire make up the background of this picturesque
story. A distinctive quality of the verse, by the way, is
the author's musical blending of rather formidable proper
names into smooth poetic scenes:
Squirrels which fed when nuts fell thick
In the gravelly bed of the Otternic;
And small wild hens, in reed snares caught;
From the banks of Sondargadee brought;
Pike and perch from the Suncook taken,
Nuts from the trees of the Black Rills shaken.
Cranberries picked in the Squamscot bog,
And grapes from the vines of Piscataquod, #
The end of the tragic poem appeals most suggestively in its
doleful sounds:
Nature's wild music - sounds of wind-sv/ept trees.
The scream of birds, the wailing of the breeze,
The roar of v/aters steady, deep, and strong, -
Mingled and murmured in that farewell song.
# Part IV The Wedding
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Furthermore, nineteenth century verse, as some of
our illustrations liave already indicated, frequently treated
nature as in sympathy with the mood of the writer. It
would be tiresome to enumerate even tiie v/ell-known instances
of this trait. Suffice it to mention a few varieties of
the poet's mood, which he read into nature. In the Ode to
the West Wind Shelley finds himself one with the wind -
tamelesD and swift and proud. Wordsworth in Strange Fits
of Pass ion
.
Coleridge in De.lect ion , and Byron in Manfred
find in nature moods of anxiety, despair, and violence con-
sonant vfith their own at the moment, Byron particularly
sought nature as much more sympathetic than mankind:
There is a pleasure in the pathless wood,
There is a rapture on the lonely shore.
There is society where none intrude.
By the deep sea, and music in its roar.
I love not man the less, but nature more. #
Moreover, the entire Wordsworthian interpretation, which will
"be discussed more fully in connection with the spiritual in
nature, is subjective; it is Wordsworth's rendition of his
own feelings identified with nature.
Instances are frequent from American verse as well.
We recall from Thanatopg is that nature speaks a various
language to one v/ho holds communion with her visible forms.
If he is gay, she speaks gladly to him with her beauty; if
depressed, she soothes and heals him. Freneau in utter
# Childe Harold . Canto IV
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dejection once at midnight failed to find one ''friendly" star
shining clearly for him; he read into the dark night the
gloom of his own mood. Whittier likewise descries in the face
of nature moods that are really in hie own heart. We read
that the "waves are glad in "breeze and sun**; tiiat the hazel
"blossom brings a glad surprise "in tlie season's saddest hour
to skies tiiat weep and winds that v/ail"; that the hills are
"smiling"; that "the hills are lonely". In other words, the
natural o"bjects change in mood as the poet does. However,
in his later poetry, he seems to have developed a more
scientific habit of mind, and to grant to nature an independent
objective life and an aloofness from human society and feeling.
In A Sea Dream written in 1874 he says:
. as blue the sky, -
The change is ours alone;
The sadnesG is my own.
Doubtless because the composition of much of the American verse
is later than the English here compared with it, we notice more
of the development toward an impersonal nature portrayal in-
stead of the "pathetic fallacy" of identifying the poet's own
emotions with external nature.
There is in this connection a point of contrast of
general tone revealed by the poets in their nature verse.
The American, as a whole, is less buoyant and cheerful.
There is a characteristically suV.dued or saddened spirit in
Longfellow's Evan^^el ine
. The Sound of the Sea
.
Nature; in
Whittier' s Lumberman . The River Path , Autumn Thougiits . The
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DLast Walk in Autuirin
.
The Old Burying Gro und: in Poe*s Ulalume
and The Valley of Unrest , In Emerson, though, there is a
serene and wholesome optimisin. And in Bryant there is a
vitality and delight in nature:
All the green herbs
Are stirring in his breath; a thousand flowers,
By the road-eide and the borders of the brook,
Nod gaily to each other; glossy leaves
Are twinkling in the sun, as if the dew
Were on them yet, and silver waters break
Into small waves and sparkle as he comes. #
Yet, nowhere, does American verse feel such joy as Wordsworth:
with bliss ineffable
I felt the sentiment of Being spread
0*er all that m.ovee and all that seemeth still;
Wonder not
If high the transport, great the joy I felt.
Communing in this sort through earth and heaven
With every form of creature, as it looked
Towards the Uncreated v/ith a countenance
Of adoration, with an eye of love, ##
Any American rapture is subdued in comparison with the passion
and ecstasy combined with calm in this typical passage.
^ The Evening Wind
## The i'relUQe , Book II, Lines 400 - ff.
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So far, except for indirect reference, we have been
concerned with the outward world the poet saw and heard and
with his reproduction of ttiat through the influence of hie
imagination on his feelings and his expression. We have
discussed his feelings, however, only as they gave a charac-
teristic tone to his descriptions or reflected a mood of the
moment. In many of these writers zhe subjecbive went much
farther; it drew lessons from nature for personal conduct,
for judgfnent of one's neighbor, for a proper attitude toward
God; it found in nature great medicinal forces; it found also
the source of many of the greatest attributes of life; finally,
it found a religion.
The first of these subjective elements, didacticism,
has stamped itself freely on American verse. From the
humblest objects in nature Emerson deduces the richest lessons
of practical wisdom. To him the humble bee is -
Wiser far than human seer,
Yellow-bree died philosopher.
Seeing only what is fair,
Sipping only wiiat is sweet.
Thou dost mock at fate and care.
Leave the chaff, and take the wneat.
Little sermons in rime catch the ear in almost every poem of
Longfellow. It Vv-as a tendency of his mind to evolve some use-
ful meaning from his observations and imaginings about nature.
The moral, however, is not thrust intrusively forward, but

rather flows naturally from the subject. From the worthy
pastor in The Building of the Ship correa a "practical appli-
cation", as preachers say. He has been talking about the
sea and the ship as it takes to the sea. From the ship he
passes to mankind and tells us it is not the sea that sinks
and shelves but ourselves that rock and rise. If we but
learn to hold our souls level and true, we shall sail secure-
ly to the Fortunate Isles where what we see and hear v/ill be
sights and sounds of joy. His faith is intensified by a
study of nature's v/ays. Both he and Whit tier have a
tender feeling, a warm-hearted trust, and a reverent touch
to many of their nature pictures. Though there was much
doubt and half-belief in their age, there was in them no
query of the primal truths of God revealed or strengthened
in nature, Whit tier teaches one to see the beauty of heaven
in a Lake Winnepesaukee view:
A holier beauty overbroods
These fair and faint similitudes;
Yet not unblest is he v/ho sees
Shadows of God*s realities,
And knows beyond this masquerade
Of shape and color, 1 ip:ht and sliade,
And dawn and set, and wax and wane.
Eternal verities remain, #
Repeatedly, he speaks of the lessons of hope and patience.
The iiazel blossom, a late fall flower, teaches him by its
# A Summer PilKrimaKe
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coming long after summer v/armth has fled to bring to life in
the dark cold days of late life some hidden spring of beauty.
Another flower, the gentian, brings deeper meaning to him.
Man Judges from a partial view, for no one can really know
his brother. God sees everything, reads well "the darkened
soul**, and may find on its inmost side the flower, as Whit tier
eaw the gentian on the inside of his frosted window pane.
Thus, he learns to think well of those whose worth is veiled
to him. In The Waterfowl by Bryant, the moral idea is the
central inspiration of the poem. The story of the source of
the poem convinces us that it was not the flight of the bird
but the strengthening of his hope in divine guidance that
Bryant v;iehed to sing of. "The sun had already set", writes
his friend, Mr. Godwin, "leaving behind it one of those brilli-
ant seas of chrysolite and opal which often flood the New
England skies; and, while he was looking upon the rosy splen-
dor with rapt admiration, a solitary bird made wing along the
illuminated horizon. He watched the lone vanderer until it
was lost in the distance, asking hiirself whither it had come
and to what far home it was flying. When he went to the
house where he was to stop for the night, his mind v;as still
full of what he had seen and felt, and he wrote these lines,
as imperishable as our language. The Waterfowl ." # His
contemplation of the gentian brought him a different lesson
from that taught Whittier; its late blossoming made him
think of hope coming to him at the end of life with a thought
of heaven. These arc instances enough of a prevailing
# Wm. C. Bryant - W. A. Bradley, Page 48
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moralizing tendency in American verse.
We don't find this quality in Keate, Shelley, Byron,
and Scott, but it is all pervasive in Wordsworth , It is in
Lines above T intern Abbey . The Prelude. The Excursion . The
Recluse . not to mention short poems like To the Da isy . The
Inner Vision , and Lines Written in Early Sprinp: .
One impulse from a vernal v/ood
Kay teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good.
Than all tiie sages can. #
Here he says nature can teach more about humanity tiian all
the wisdom of the past. True wisdom may be gained through
sensuous acutenesB to nature's teachings. To replace the
cult of the eighteenth century Age of Reason, he sets up
this cult of sensuous responsiveness; to the charms of natural
objects. It was his habit to seek and find lessons in the
smallest incidents of his v/alks; he sav; a grandeur, a beauty,
a teaching in trivial events. Sometimes this gave a dulness
to his poetry. Taine said of The Excursion that it is as
grave and dull as a sermon. ## It was probably hie influence
combined with the Puritanical influences in New England which
made didacticism so conspicuous a trait of American nature
poems, for this quality is more characteristic of the Americans
than of the English, if we except Wordsworth.
It was common, too, for the poets in America to find
# The Tables Turned
## English Literature . Vol. II, Book IV, Chapter I
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in nature a healing and invigorating power, Bryant is a
familiar exponent of it. Like all human beings, he finds
the burden of daily toil sometimes weighing heavily on his
soul; the noisy activity of common life becomes hopeless;
scenes of inhumanity, error, and suffering grow oppressive.
Then he turns to the quiet and beauty of nature for refresh-
ment. The scented air of the meadows cools his fevered
brow. Vast prospects expand his thoughts beyond the narrow
circle of worldly anxieties. The limpid stream, upon whose
banks he wandered in childhood, reflects each fleecy cloud,
and soothes his heart as the emblem of eternal peace.# Thus
faith is revived; the soul and body acquire renewed vitality;
the woods give health to return to the cares of the city.
Emerson experiences the same power and expresses it haunt ing-
ly in Sea-shore ;
The opaline, the plentiful and strong,
Yet beautiful as is the rose in June,
Purger of earth and medicine of men;
Creating a sweet climate by my breath.
Washing out harm and griefs from memory.
And in my mathematic ebb and flow.
Giving a hint of that which changes not.
And in Woodnotes he adds -
A Woodland walk,
A quest of river grapes, a mocking thrush,
§ The Green River
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A wild rose, or rock loving columbine,
Salve ray worst wounds.
(|j Nothing of anxiety or suffering is too great not to yield to
the restorative force of the simpleGt outdoor objects. For
Whittier, also, "life's burdens fall, its discords cease**
under the calm and peace of the hills near Lake Winnepesaukee, #
It is fair to conclude from these few instances that nature
revives these American poets and makes the routine and anxiety
of city life tolerable.
Perhaps, the Americans ov;ed the idea of the healing
power of nature in part to Wordsv^orth. At any rate, it is
a dominant note in him, though as we shall soon see this is
only one of many influences he attributes to her. The dis-
tant mountain peak sends "its own deep quiet to restore our
hearts." He bids the river "forever glide, thy quiet soul
on all bestowing." Just as his descriptions seemed recollec-
tions rather than actual photographs, so the healing influence
is gained by a recollection. In T intern Abbey he says that
often in lonely rooms, in the din of city life, in hours of
weariness, he has owed to memories of beauteous objects sweet
sensations th-at have passed into his blood, his heart, and
his mind with tranquil restoration. Here is a similar bit
of the same philosophy from the tall grass beside the ruined
cottage of Margaret:
I well remember that those very plxjcnes.
Those weeds, and the high spear grass on the wall
# Summer by the LaJkesid e
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By mist and silent rain-drops silvered o*er.
As once I passed, into my heart conveyed
So still an image of tranquillity,
So calm and still, and looked so "beautiful
Amid the uneasy thoughts which filled my mind,
That what we feel of sorrow and despair
From ruin and from change, and all the grief
The passing shows of "being leave behind
Appeared an idle dream. #
This power of nature to heal can even - as Wordsworth defined
poetry - take its origin from "emotion recollected in tran-
quillity," 111 this presentation, he differs from the Americans
for whom life loses its pettiness or its sorrows when they
actually leave the city and go to nature in foreet or at sea-
shore •
But nature gave more to Wordsworth, She not only
gave peace and rest, but physical and spiritual joy, poetical
inspiration, visdon, morality, and virtue. This was finally
and most po?/erfully expressed in the fragment from The Recluse
in which he discerned the secret of all wisdom, happiness,
morality, and religion in communion with nature. In her he
recognizes
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse.
The guide, the guardian of my heart, p.nd soul
Of all my moral being.
Because of this peculiar view of the meaning and influence of
# Excursion . Vol, I, Lines 942-952
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nature, Wordsv/orth has been accorded by many critics and en-
thusiastic readers a high place in literature. For everyone
v/ho has read him well, even v/hen he cannot share Wordsworth's
sentiments, the external world has come to have a new meaning.
Even for Bryant a reading of his verses was momentous. "I
shall never forget," writes Bryant's oldest friend, Richard
Henry Dana, "with what feeling ray friend Bryant, some years
ago, described to me the effect produced upon him by his
meeting for the first time v/ith Wordsworth's ballads. He
said, that upon opening the book a thousand springs seemed to
gush up at once in his heart, and the face of nature, of a
sudden, to ciiange into a strange freshness and life. Ke
had felt the sympathetic touch from an according mind, and you
see how instantly his powers and affections shot over the earth
and through his kind." #
Finally, for the romanticist nature had a spiritual
significance. Among the English, there was an entire absence
of the mystic in either Scott or Byron. The one in a tame,
the other in a grander sense are both cheerfully intelligible.
There is nothing in them which reaches that region beyond sight,
that darkness round and within us which poets like Wordsworth
considered their highest function. Neither do we find in
Shelley any lofty religious use of nature; not his the mj'-stic
revelations which Coleridge found in the unseen. The latter
takes on a Mil tonic majesty of diction and stateliness of rime
as nature moves him to eloquent worship. A contemplation of
the grandeur of Mont Blanc imperceptibly passes into a prayer
# Q,uoted from William Cull en Bryant by A. Bradley, Page 35
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of adoration of God:
dread and silent Mount I I gazed upon thee,
Till thou, still present to the bodily sense,
Didst vanish from my thought: entranced in prayer
1 worshipped the Invisible alone, §
He ascends to sublimity in this passing from the mountain to
a worship of its Creator,
Keats seems to iiave no counterpart in America, nor
really in England, in the magic of his interpretation of nature
He brings home to us by one stroke, flashing upon our hearts
by one touch, one inspired line, a sense of the inner life of
things. The finest stanzas in his maturer works - his
great odes, the marvelous fragment of Kyper ion - possessed a
predominant imagination and sympathy coupled v/ith rich feli-
city of phrasing that penetrated to the secret of nature.
All of the Ode to the Nightingale reveals it; these lines are
the essence of it:
But here there is no light
Save v/hat from heaven is with the breezes blown
Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy ways
Does he not bring home to us the meaning of the inner secret
of the ocean and the impression it makes on the human heart
7/hen he speaks of
The voice mysterious, which whoso hears
Must think of what will be and wiiat has been. ##
# Hymn in the Vale of Chamouni
^nd:/mion
.
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There are several elements in the spiritual aspect
of nature as it presented itself to Wordsv/orth. For him the
earth is not a dead thing, but informed with life, pulsating
with the breath of the Infinite Being. He regards God and
nature as one, God being immanent in nature. This pantheism
is expressed in the beat-known lines of Tin tern Abbey :
And I have felt
A presence tliat disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air.
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man;
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought.
And rolls through all things.
This sensitiveness to the spiritual influence of nature is
vividly recorded also in The Prelude account of his youth and
continued through much of his life. Passiveness to its in-
fluence as a religious teacher is characteristic of him, also:
No less I deem that there are Powers
TOiich of themselves our minds impress;
That we can feed this mind of ours
In a wise passiveness.
thoughts, link by link
Enter through ears and eyesight.
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Intimacy with the things that are higher than the senses can
come, he thinks, to those who only stand and wait. This in-
timacy comes by the senses, to which Wordsworth gives pre-
eminence in the matter of religion through nature. Instead
of the belief that spirituality comes from within man, he ex-
presses the idea that it is without and comes from communion
with nature. At times instead of speaking of this influence
as nature, he writes of
The Being that is in the cloud and air
That is in the green leaves among the groves.
Maintains a deep and reverential care
For the unoffending creatures whom he loves. #
Except in his earliest poems, the commonest exercise of his
imagination is a meditation on the spirit of nature. His
feeling in the presence of the external world was not so much
one of enjoyment of "beauty as an emotion of peace, reverence,
and love. The contemplation of nature stimulates all oiir
better impulses and strengthens
Our cheerful faith tha_t all which v;e behold
Is full of blessing. ##
Thus, what he calls nature appeals to his purest and highest
emotions, and nothing else appealed to them so constantly or
so powerfully. For him behind all the objects of earth and
sky is a Power and Presence to which our souls are akin;
# Hart Leap ¥ell
## T intern Abbey
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That sentiment of Being spread
0*er all that moves and all that seemeth still;
0*er all that, lost "beyond the reach of thought
And human kno\7ledge» to human eye
Invisihle, yet liveth to the heart, #
We shall find no such religious philosophy in
America as in the English verse of Wordsworth, But there is
a definite spiritual interpretation, nevertheless, Whittier*s
is a feeling of gratitude that in radiant hill and woodla-nd
dim he sees God's tender love. From the eternal hills blows
on him a hreath of heaven. Every "beauty of nature speaks of
the goodness of God. The lake is the mirror of his love;
the "blossoms of spring are the flowers of God. He summarizes
his religious mood irApressively in this stanza from A Summer
Pilfer image ;
Calm as the hour, methinks I feel
A sense of worship o'er me steal;
Not that of satyr- charming Pan,
ITo cult of nature shaming man,
Not Beauty's self, but that which lives
And shines tiirough all the veils it weaves, -
Soul of the mountain, lake, and wood,
Their witness to the Eternal Good.
It is no love of a god of the forest, no nature worship, no
adoration of beauty which the outdoor world stirs in him but
a deep reverence for God, whose goodness is testified to by
# The Prelude . Vol. II, Lines 401-405
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everything about him. His simple but deep faith is increased
by a view of the world God gives us.
Longfellov/* s earnestness deals with the mystery of
the sea and the winds. As there seems to come from the ocean
a voice or from the winds a roar, so come the inspirations of
divine foreshadow ings . No man knows whence the wind comes nor
whither in its v/ayvvard course it goes. Nor does he know any
better the source of his songs or of any of his other acts.
Moonl ight is interesting to contrast with Wordsworth's philos-
ophy of nature. Wordsv/orth, we recall received his inspira-
tion from outward nature. Longfellow believes that we bring
to nature what we find in her:
Only the spirit glorifies
With its own gifts the sober gray.
In vain we look, in vain uplift
Our eyes to heaven, if we are blind;
We see but wtiat we have the gift
Of seeing; what we bring we find.
Hence, the spiritual in nature is a reflection of the spiritiial
within the heart of man.
The best exposition of Bryant's religion in relation
with nature is expressed in A Forest Hymn . It is a charac-
teristically Christian religion, though there is also a remind-
er of the primitive religious feelings of the Druids when in-
deed "the groves were God's first temples." Man and nature
are not God himself, but are the creatures of God; hence
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Bryant worships God, not in the forest, "but through the forest.
The mighty trees which surround him raise his spirit to the
highest pitch of religious exaltation, and in the solitude he
feels himself in the very presence of God. As in Whittier,
the soul perceives the goodness and greatness of God revealed
in the sublime evidences of His handiwork. It is not the
spiritualizing influence of nature, but what Bryant brings to
her from his puritan theology. Another aspect of this
Puritanism is his conception of the sinlessness of nature;
The forest depths, by foot unpressed.
Are not more sinless than thy breast;
The holy peace, that fills the air
Of those calm solitudes, is there. #
With man evil csune into the world, but nature, though des-
tined like man to die, remains as uncorrupted as it was
originally, before man's sin,
A number of poems of Emerson disclose the religious
notes he gleaned in his association with nature. One prin-
ciple is completely expressed in Each and All and Wood-Notes .
It is that of perfect harmony through all outward nature and
of the interdependence of objects; this it is, he asserts,
which is the essence of beauty.
All are needed by each one
Nothing is good or fair alone.
Beauty through my senses stole;
I yielded myself to the perfect whole.
# Oh. Fairest of the Rural Maids
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Nature is to him a continual revelation; hence he says in the
little poem, Good-by ;
And when I am stretched beneath the pines,
Where the evening star so holy shines,
I laugh at the lore and the pride of man.
At the sophist schools and the learned clan;
For what are they all, in their high conceit,
When man in the bush with God may meet?
He learns as much as Wordsworth from one impulse from the
vernal wood. He is quite as impatient with the wisdom and
experience of the ages as was Wordsworth. He is further
somewhat like the latter in his pantheistic views:
He is the axis of the star;
He is the sparkle of the spar;
He is the heart of every creature;
He is the meaning of each feature;
And his mind is the sky,
Than all it holds more deep, more higli. #
Or again in the admirable Wood-Notes :
Ever fresh the broad creation,
A divine improvisation.
From the heart of God proceeds,
A single will, a million deeds.
There is one mind common to all individual objects of nature
and to man. This is the keynote of Emerson* s philosophy of
# The Eternal Pan
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nature and of mankind. It is the Universal Spirit in nature
as in himself that sustains him. This latter is not like
¥6rdsworth, to whom the outward was the inspiration. Rather
Emerson is more like Longfellow in finding in himself the
dwelling place of the Spirit,
Before stating our conclusions about the relative
merit of English and American nature verse, it is desirable
to make a brief comparison of Wordsworth and Bryant, who
has frequently been called the American Wordsworth. Bach
is the only purely nature poet of his country. Scott was a
writer of romantic narratives of the past; Shelley, a revolu-
tionist against convention and tradition in private life;
Byron, a rebel against tyranny in government; Coleridge, a
dreamer, who left unfinished all but one poetic composition.
In America, Freneau was a political .satirist; Whit tier, a
strong ant i- slavery crusader and a champion of labor and
laborers; Emerson, chiefly an essayist and philosopher;
Longfellow, an interpreter of American legends and a trans-
lator of European medieval culture. To Wordsv/orth and
Bryant, then, we turn for the highest expression of nature
in their nations.
Both these men had very extended literary careers,
Bryant's an unexampled period of seventy years, from 1808 to
1878. Yet, in all this long time his output was very small.
He wrote less even than Keats whose death occurred when he
was twenty-five. # Wordsworth, on the other hand, was a
most prolific writer from the date of the publication of
# ¥. A. Bradley, Page 203
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Lyrical Ballads in 1798 almost to the year of his death in 1850
Bryant never wrote a long poem; the inspirations of his verses
were single ideas. He would have found it impossible to
write a long meditative and descriptive poem like Wordsworth's
Bxcurs ion , Bryant's nature verse is much more limited, there-
fore, in amount and length than Wordsworth's.
Both had the romantic characteristic of expressing
imaginatively and sincerely his native inspiration, Uo
American has had in so high a degree as Bryant the artistic
gift of imaginative description. While this cannot be said
of Wordsworth among English poets, we can and must say that
no other poet, English or American, has penetrated so far into
nature's fastnesses. Bryant lias a much smaller capacity of
mind and heart; he has no such revelations of human sympathy
and spiritual truth. The obvious and coimnonplace are more
likely in him; these are portrayed with a chill and coldness,
especially, in his attitude toward man. In The Green River ,
for instance, he speaks of being forced to work for the "dregs
of men". This is far removed from Wordsworth's feeling for
fellow-nature. As a result of his communion with the forms
of nature, he loses all morbid passions, disquietude, vengeance
and hatred; his feelings of aversion are softened down. No
thought or feeling can overcome his love, the principle he
learns from nature. # Bryant is at peace in association with
nature, but he never carries this noble lesson back to his
associations with man,
^ The Excursion . Book IV, Lines 1207 - 1229
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Wordsworth is clearly the exponent of the romantic
movement. He has discarded entirely the influences of classi-
cism and mid- eighteenth century ideas. Bryant, however,
though romantic in many of his ideas, echoes frequently the
eighteenth century "graveyard** poems in his attitude toward
nature as the mighty sepulchre of man. This is the theme of
Thanatops is « The hills, valleys, woods, rivers, ocean - all
are hut the decorations of the tomh of man» The sun and other
elements of the heavens are always looking on the sad ahodes of
death. The melancholy thought which comes from a contempla-
tion of the world is that in a few days man shall return to
the earth and that it is already filled everywhere with the
tribes that slumher in its bosom. Again, in The Prairies he
reflects that the dust of these solitudes once stirred with
life and burned with passion. His horse tramples on the rest
of those who once lived here. This view Bryant owes not to
the influence of contemporary British writers, but to Gray*s
TClepy
.
Young's Nii^ht Thoughts , and Coll ins 's Odes. In this,
he is behind the movement which Wordsworth represents.
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Conclusion
From our examination of English and American nature
verse in the early years of the nineteenth century, what
conclusions may be drawn about their relative merit? Let
us consider first the form. In metrical form, the American
is more limited, not only having fewer varieties in metre
but fewer substitutions of feet within the line. The
vehicle of expression, therefore, is more monotonous. Be-
sides, Eraerson and Whittier marred their stanzas with fre-
quent irregularities. Only Bryant is distinguished for
melodious verse. In him are lovely cadences. The very
rliythm of To a Waterfowl gives an impression of its flight.
The Ages is beautifully iiarmonious
,
abounding in liquids
and soft vowels. But in England, even when we admit the
sloppiness of Byron* s versification upon occasion, we find
Shelley's rapid flow of splendid verse, Keats 's melody in
which music and meaning float together, and Coleridge's in-
comparable harmony. Every element that goes to the composi-
tion of perfect form was familiar to these three. By some
indefinable power of their own they made beautiful music.
The words seem common enough, but in the order of them, in
the choice, variety, and position of vowel sounds, they be-
come magical. In }iarmony and variety of versification these
three poets are far superior to all the Americans here com-
pared with them.
Though the form is in reality inseparable from the
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thought, there are a few other elements "besides the poetic
vehicle which may be mentioned apart from the subject matter.
In these, too, as a whole English nature songs excel. Gran-
deur, magnificence, and sublimity of expression in Coleridge,
Byron, and Keats are greater tlian in Bryant, who alone of
the Americans is mentioned for grandeur of language. Lofty
eloquence we associate with Byron* s pictures of mountains
rather than with any American pictures; felicity of expression
with Keats and Coleridge; lovely imagery with Keats. V/e
should acknowledge, however, distinctive sincerity in Whittier
which makes his pictures entirely natural and beautifully
true; noble simplicity of language, dignity of tone, and
clearness and beauty of expression in Bryant; terseness in
Emerson; artistic finish in Longfellow.
In the more important matter of the content of
the nature verse, we have the descriptive and the philosophic
aspects. In connection witi; the former, it is fair to say
these poets of England and America brought great gain to the
literary world when they restored respectability to the five
senses. In the presentation of the beautiful about them -
as it appeals to any of the senses - I find the American
poets only a little less r.ensiAous and responsive tlian the
English. They catch both the external and the scientific
truth of natural things and their poetic charm. Their
poems transport us into the depths of the forest, to the
shores of the lonely lake, to the banks of wild, nameless
streams along the borders of which a thousand flowers bloom.
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to the flashing white caps of the sea, to the Dunny elope
of the mountain. They describe so well the nature familiar
to us residente of the eastern states. They let us inhale
the violetb breath, the scent of clover and odorous grass,
the fragrance of pine and fern. They let ue listen to the
warbling birds, the bees among the flowers, the riverlet
singing as it hastens to the sea, the grasshopper chirping
on the ground, and the pied frogs* orchestra. # Straw-
berries on the hill, blackberries purpled over hedge and
stone, clusters of wood-grapes - all the riches of the
fields and woods - v:e may enjoy without "sad satiety".
Such a passion for beauty as Keats had and - only in a less
degree Shelley - we may miss, but the following from
Longfellow shows that there was here in America an exquisite-
ly fine feeling for actual earthly beauty, idealized and re-
fined by the imagination:
There ie quiet spirit in these v/oods.
That dwells where'er the gentle south-wind blows;
Where, underneath the white- thorn, in the glade.
The wild flowers bloom, or, kissing the soft air.
The leaves above their sunny palms outspread.
With what a tender and impassioned voice
It fills the nice and delicate ear of thought,
Wlrien the fast usliering star of morning comes
O'er-riding the gray hills with golden scarf;
Or when the cowled and dusky- sandaled Eve,
In mourning weeds, from out the western gate.
# Bryant - After the Tempest
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## Whittier - The Bare-
foot Boy

Departs with silent pace*. That spirit moves
In the green valley, where the silver brook,
From its full laver, pours the white cascade;
And "bahhling low amid the tangled woods,
Slips down through moss-grown stones v/ith endless laught
There is alnost no other presentation in American
verse. There are occasional references to heavy gales,
whirlwinds that uproot v/oods and destroy villages, the
heavens afire with lightning in Bryant *s A Forest Hymn, The
Hurr icane . and The Prairie s. But American nature verse can-
not he compared with Shelley's, Scott's, Byron* s or even
Coleridge*s in the presentation of wildness, violence, horror,
and darkness. All this is described in language which is
powerful and poetic when considered as to its fitness for
the end desired. Hence, to have a complete picture of nature,
one is forced to turn from the American to the English por-
trayal of this period.
The philosophic in nature verse of this tir^e is
very plentiful , hot in its manner of presentation, the age is
too didactic. This is true of the four most important
Americans - Whittier, Longfellov/, Emerson, Bryant, It is
true also of Wordsworth. These are often preachers rather
than poets. As we see, this didacticism characterizes
more Americans than Englisii, but it is not so completely
characteristic of any one of them as of Wordsworth. Yet
# The Spirit of Poetry
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the fact that Keats, Shelley, Byron, and Scott do not con-
sciously teach in their nature verse leads to the conclusion
that as a whole this English poetry is more artistic than
the American.
Because of V/ordsworth alone the conclusion is in-
evitable that there is a more reflective and meditative
attitude in English nature poems:
To every natural form, rock, fruit, or flower.
Even the loose stones that cover the highway,
I gave a moral life: I saw them feel.
Or linked them to some feeling: the great mass
Lay bedded in a quickening soul, and all
That I beheld respired v/ith inward meaning. #
No expression of thought about the world outside could be
more complete than this. The sinjple devout admiration of
nature in Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient Mariner , the mystic
attitude of V/ordsworth towards nature, through which he sought
and found God, have a greater spiritual profundity than
Emerson's, Whittier*s or Bryant's poems, though these latter
Iriave strong faith and hope, and reverent worship of Deity.
There is more vigor in the British,
Thus, we conclude that for natural magic, sunbursts
of glory, or invigorating philosophy of nature the British
romanticists are greater. This is the usual opinion of
students of English and American literature of any period.
# The Prelude , Book III, Lines 127 - 132
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And yet - after reacliing this conclUBion - the conviction
asserte iteelf that a careful reading of our American natur
verse discovers much real poetry which v/ill surely help to
quicken our sense of beauty in the Few World. Further-
more, they brought to woods and fields the "throbbing heart
and so interpreted well, though not best, the sense of
nature
.
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Summary
This paper firot traced the development of interest
in the external world from the conventionalized nature pic-
tures of the springtime in Chaucer and his contemporaries to
the great outburst of nature song in the Age of Romanticism.
This outburst of nature poetry is distinguished by the same
qualities as mark the love or child poems of the romanti-
cists: intensity of emotion; more detailed analysis of the
object; individual imagination and treatment. Besides we
find in this nature verse peculiar qualities which will be
mentioned directly.
Our first illustrations demonstrate a definitely
local setting in both England and America for nature pic-
tures. This deserves especial comment in America, where
earlier verse had introduced the nightingale and hawthornes
of English country.
Then we discover in English verse an appreciation
of v/ild scenery on the continent and an interest in all other
aspects of nature as well as the benign and beautiful. The
English poets chose the characteristic and distinctive, not
merely the beautiful.
Finally in consideration of setting and objects
we notice the infinite number of object-e the poet's senses
have appreciated and the very varied imagery he lias selected
for reproducing those objects. The object is so closely
and accurately portrayed that thousands of nevf images of
natural phenomena appear in the verse of the times. But

of these many more are in English than American poetry. The
American presentation is more commonplace.
In the treatment of thie greatly enlarged horizon
of the world, this article demonstrates an imaginative
approach by all the poets considered, but a richer one in
the English. It also proves that it is common to bards of-
"both lands to use this detailed analysis as the background
of poetic narratives or characterizations, whereas earlier
poets would have taken for granted the external surroundings
of an action or character. Further, it shows that the
pathetic fallacy was common to all the poets, but that the
Americans began to show less of this in their later poems.
Because they represent in some cases a time nearly fifty
years later, we may conclude that science was teaching these
poets to view nature as an impersonal, unrelated world apart
from man and his moods. In the general tone of their verses,
the Americans are shown to be less buoyant than the English,
In the subjective attitude, both English and
American are proved to be very didactic, but the English
didacticism is more subtly expressed. It is clear, then,
the verse is more artistic. Poets of both lands interpret
nature spiritually, but with these differences:
1, Wordsworth finds the inspiration to
noble living without himself and in nature;
the Americans - Whittier, Emerson, Longfellow -
find the spiritual in the heart of man and
merely reflected in nature.

2. lUmerBon and Bryant find health,
peace, and quiet in nature; Wordsworth finds
these and virtue and morality besides.
They also have these likenesses;
1, Healing power of nature in Wordev/orth
and in Emerson and Bryant,
2, Pantheism in Wordsworth and Emerson.
3, Prayerful worship in Coleridge and
Whittier
.
Finally we prove that Bryant can hardly be called the American
counterpart of Wordsworth, for he is more limited in quan-
tity and lacking the depth of feeling to express so great
power in nature as abounds in Wordsworth,
Yet, after admitting the English superiority in
both form and content, I am forced to say that the American
is far superior to my former notions of it and that it is
notable verse in its appreciation of nature in all its
aspects of beauty and in its spiritual depth.
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